On the National Picket Line

The Northwest Organizer

Area Employers Ratify North Central Contract

Gas Station Drive Makes Big Gains

Teammates Joint Council in Charge of Organizing Campaign—Filling Station Attendants flock to Local 977—Direct Service Bosses and CIO Join to Get Court Injunction Against Drivers Movement

The fighting spirit of 1934 was very much in evidence during the last week, as the drivers movement moved toward a general strike against independent operators, truck companies and other bodies who, with the aid of the CIO, were attempting to prevent home fulfillment of their unionized industry.

When a gang of Direct Service and CIO thugs slammed two 972 pickets who were banding Direct Service strikers outside the Coshocton garage, the Executive Board of the CIO and its armed pickets were unhinged.

North Central Area Is Vast Empire

The North Central Area's agreement covers an area where there is a variable amount of the iron. The union with 45,000,000 pounds of iron, of which 40,000,000 is with that of France, its area of square miles square miles is 5,840 square miles.

Area is the densest part of an iron mine in which a large body of iron is found. The densest iron of the iron mine is solid. The densest iron of the iron mine is solid. The densest iron of the iron mine is solid. The densest iron of the iron mine is solid.

North Central Area Is Vast Empire

Court Order Aimed at Local 103

The most notable feature of this meeting was a court order aimed at Local 103. The order was given by the court of the area which presided over the hearing, and which ordered the union to cease operations.

Puffer-Hubbard Meeting Sept. 7

A special meeting of the Puffer-Hubbard Section of the AFL was held on September 7th. A large attendance was present. The meeting was attended by President Puffer and other officials of the AFL-CIO.

Frisco Bosses Attack Warehousemen

Make Minneapolis a Union Town

Crowd at Labor Day Picnic

Guaranteed Pay Rate of 75 Cents Per Hour, Including Time Lost — Full Seniority Rights — Permanent Agreement to Act on Applying for Automobiles—Other States—Guarantees Teamsters International's Biggest Ever

by unanimous vote, employers of the North Central Area, meeting in Chicago at the Merchandise Mart Wed. morning, ratified the area contract which was signed last week by employers and union committees.

The employers meeting took place on the eve of a new contract which the CIO will be expected to sign on the 14th. The contract, which is expected to be signed, will cover an area of 75 square miles in the city, and is expected to cover approximately 500,000 union members.

The employers meeting took place on the eve of a new contract which the CIO will be expected to sign on the 14th. The contract, which is expected to be signed, will cover an area of 75 square miles in the city, and is expected to cover approximately 500,000 union members.

Gamble-Rob Shays Stay In 8 Towns

On strike since August 18, eight distributors' branches in four states have agreed to stay in, according to a letter from headquarters.

North Central Area Meeting in Chicago Wednesday morning was called to order and the business of the meeting was transacted.

Outside Observers Present

Negotiations continued yesterday afternoon.

Robert W. Holmes, President of the International Association of Teamsters, was present in the room.

The meeting was adjourned until tomorrow afternoon.

The external appearance of the city was that of a normal business day.

Farther north, where the city of Minneapolis is located, the city was closed.

Frisco bosses attack the warehousemen in Test of Strength of AFL-CIO

A general strike of 1934 pro.

Frisco bosses attack the warehousemen in Test of Strength of AFL-CIO
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The Kimmerton Company

Chicago, Illinois

The Rubber Age

1433 S. Michigan AVE.

Beloit, Wisconsin

The Northern Rubber and Plastics Manufacturer

1235 S. Michigan Ave.

The Northern Rubber and Plastics Manufacturer

1235 S. Michigan Ave.

The Northern Rubber and Plastics Manufacturer

1235 S. Michigan Ave.

The Northern Rubber and Plastics Manufacturer

1235 S. Michigan Ave.
Full Text of North Central Area Contract

ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT FOR MOTOR FREIGHT

Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, South Dakota, North Dakota, and the states of Montana and North Dakota

The companies heretofore referred to as the Emporium and the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America, hereby agree to enter into an agreement to combine their respective interests, resources, and facilities, in a common program for the common good of their members, for the purpose of preserving and increasing the present and future income of their members who are industrial workers, and for the purpose of maintaining wages and working conditions at a level whereby their members may be able to maintain a decent and comfortable home life.

This agreement is entered into on this 5th day of March, 1957, and shall continue in force until May 1, 1957, unless sooner terminated.

The companies agree to abide by the following provisions:
1. The companies agree to combine their respective interests, resources, and facilities, in a common program for the common good of their members, for the purpose of preserving and increasing the present and future income of their members who are industrial workers, and for the purpose of maintaining wages and working conditions at a level whereby their members may be able to maintain a decent and comfortable home life.

Ski Strikers Win Victory, Union Pact

New Richmond, Wisc. - Skiing victories were an important part of the Union pact in this section of Wisconsin Thursday, when, after a delay, the Skiing Union and Ski Seasonal Workers Union Local 1545, AFL, was able to complete the only closed shop contract from the Flexible Plastic Factory.

Skier Saturday, following a week of negotiations, skiers ratified a new working agreement which gives them most of the work for which they fought. On this week, all skiers were back on skis.

Workers inspired. The whole team of New Richmond ski teams was jolted at the ski season. Already, other workers have been inspired by the pact through area union negotiations.
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Getting Jobs For Our Jobless Boys and Girls

By Oscar Kohler, Youth Secretary

What will happen if the young people do not obtain any work? We need not worry too much about that. By the time the young people are ready to go out into the world, much longer will the millions of jobless young American boys and girls stand near the mouths of despair. The boom class makes a mockery of the "right to work." Looked out of private industry, the jobless would have to appeal to the government, knowing that the future is one of unemployment. Young people today are making no provision for sometime in the future. Much longer will the young people remain plants for the unemployed.

One fact gives us a hint as to how these young people can be saved. It is that a large number of them--forty percent increase in the number of crimes committed by young persons between the ages of 10 and 18--certainly should be no excuse for wonder as to why this increase has taken place.

With hundreds of thousands of out of work, quickly and constantly becoming despondent, inefficient and de-moralized, it is not at all surprising that many of them should turn to crime--which they are as the only way they can "get some fun out of life." No one will dare to make the charge that these boys and girls are criminals by "nature." It is obvious that their economic position in society, their opportunity to earn the money they need, is the force that drives them to crime.

If the experiences of the young people in other coun-
tries can teach us anything, there is a far worse danger ahead for the young people. Hopeless and demoralized, these young people are ripe material for the despot.

Where did Hitler's gang come from? From pro-
claimly these same kind of money and streets. These young people were not culled out in any way. They were not given an opportunity to live a life, Hitler's demagogue had total control and made the young people do what he wanted them to do. This is the only way he could gain the control. The young people who are under the influence of any kind of despot cannot live a life free from the influence of this despot.

Unions Must Lead the Youth

This factor is the main reason why the trade union movement, since the first objective of the fascists is to destroy the trade union movement and the mass organizations of the working class, is the one that attacks the working class. The fascists use the working class to bring about their own destruction. They use the working class to destroy the working class.

The trade union movement must be able to stand up to this attack. If it cannot stand up to this attack, the trade union movement will be destroyed. The trade union movement must be able to stand up to this attack. If it cannot stand up to this attack, the trade union movement will be destroyed.

The youth people today are a mighty reservoir of strength, if they can be controlled and the young people will be able to protect themselves from the influence of this despot. The youth people today are a mighty reservoir of strength, if they can be controlled and the young people will be able to protect themselves from the influence of this despot.

FWS Women For Present Week

At the regular monthly meeting of the FWS Women's Club, held in the presence of the members, the following resolutions were adopted:
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School Board Asked To Stop Paper Sales

In a petition to the school board and the Minneapolis library, a number of the members of the Junior Peddler Club of Minneapolis and other informed persons present would like to have the use of the services of the peddlers and endanger the health of school children.

A notice posted on the day before the 4th Mrs. D. L. Wells, the president of the club, was present. The petition was signed by about 500 of the students present. The petition was signed by about 500 of the students present. The petition was signed by about 500 of the students present.

554 Dairymen Ready to Hit Roberts Dairy

A strike ended this week at the Dairy Queen, where the Dairymen's Union has been threatening to strike for several days. The strike was settled after negotiations between the Dairy Queen and the Dairymen's Union.

Independent Union" Bake who have been stripping away at AFL affiliates in Minneapolis.

The Dairy Queen has been a target for the Independent Union "Bake" for several weeks. The union has been attempting to organize the workers and take over the business.

The strike lasted for several days, causing a lot of inconvenience to the customers of the Dairy Queen.

ILGWU Strikes Scab Dress Shop

The ILGWU has been organizing scab dress shops for several years. The union has been trying to organize the workers and raise their wages.

When the International Ladies Garment Workers Union, Local 216, struck the Dairy Queen dress shop, 22 North 6th, on Monday of this week, it faced stiff opposition from the owners of the dress shops.

The strike lasted for several days, causing a lot of inconvenience to the customers of the dress shops.

Omaha 554 To Turn Out Labor Day

General Director Local 554 of the ILGWU has made preparations for a large turnout of the members on Labor Day.

Member of the ILGWU said, "We are determined to have a good turnout and we will be there in force to support our strike."
Union Bill Demands State-Owned Industries

St. Paul Unions Back Bill Calling for Million Dollars to Establish Red Cross Factory

Would Give Unemployed Chance to Produce for Needs of Government

Workers throughout the United States are to have a chance to make the products of private industry for the benefit of the public industries if the state-owned bill is put into effect, according to the Progressive party, which on Saturday unanimously endorsed August 12, by the legislative convention. Republican, H. S. Paul Trades and Labor Assembly.

Supposedly the bill was originally drafted by William Molitor, of Minneapolis, who hopes to introduce it to the Minnesota assembly in the fall. It was taken up by the convention at the request of the labor committee.

The full text of the public industries for the purposes of private industry.

The convention is expected to work on a line of cooperation in the production of commodities for the benefit of the public, the purpose of which is to prevent the formation of combinations or monopolies in the production of commodities, or of other businesses.

Two of the public industries which the bill may be used to establish are a tobacco and a power company. The bill provides for the purchase of tobacco and power for public use.

Union Bill Demands State-Owned Industries

The bill is a long time coming. The bill was introduced in the state legislature in 1912, but was never passed. The convention, however, is to have another chance to consider the bill in the fall.

THE DAKOTA

Wines and Liquors
122 Washington Ave. S.
Minneapolis

Glad to make the Hard Days of Work bearable.

The management of the store have the privilege of combining the trade with the public. The store is located in the heart of the business district, and is open daily from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Alvin E. Lutter

The store is managed by Miss Edna Lutter, who has been in the business for many years.

Central Bakery, Inc.

540 Nicollet Ave.
Minneapolis

The store is located in the heart of the business district, and is open daily from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

President

Mr. W. E. Lutter

Secretary

Miss Edna Lutter

The store is managed by Miss Edna Lutter, who has been in the business for many years.

DINE AND DANCE AT THE AIR-O-INV

Strong Beer, Liqueurs, Wines

335 Marcy St. N. E. M. P.

Valentine's Inn

F. & J CAFE

Famously known as the "Best Place on Earth," the F. & J Cafe is located at 307 North 5th Street, in the heart of downtown Minneapolis. The cafe is open daily from 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Hennepin Transportation Co., Inc.

23 N. FOURTH STREET
Minneapolis, Minn.

Keep Warm This Winter With a WATERFURNEE Thermo-Cabinet

200 Pease Bldg.
Minneapolis

ARE YOU IN DEBT?

Mutual Service Corp.

Are you in debt, unable to meet your obligations? The Mutual Service Corp. may be able to help you. For a small fee, they will help you negotiate with your creditors.

JERSEY ICE CREAM CO.

301 W. GRAND AVENUE
Minneapolis, Minn.

Your Picnic...

JERSEY ICE CREAM

200 Pease Bldg.
Minneapolis

Packed in dry ice

CALL GE. 3378

JERSEY ICE CREAM

A Labor Day Value

FALL SUITS

50% your suits are ready to go

$18.95

$24.95

$35.95

"As new" made suits fitted by experienced tailors.

Steal the looks, channel the vintage style. From classic suits to modern wear, we've got you covered.

BUY UNION LABEL GOODS

DEMAND UNION LABELS

Gambles

The Store that Believes in Business as a Way of Life

220 Nicollet Ave.

RAWLEIGH PRODUCTS

S. J. Sokolowski

Rawleigh Dealer

TOP NOTCH AUTO SUPPLY CO.

QUALITY \{

TOP NOTCH AUTO SUPPLY CO.

115-120 HENNEPIN AVE.

G Clark Supply Co.

Dorfman & Co.

G. M. STEWART LUMBER CO.

421 N. E. JOHNSON

GLAEGER & BLOOMINGMOR

LORING MOTOR COMPANY

Packard Sales and Service

14th and Nicollet

INSULATE WITH INSULITE

The original wool fiber insulation, made from recycled wool, is available to help you insulate your home.

GAMBLE & LUDWIG PAINT CO.

EVERYTHING IN PAINTS

903 Hennepin Ave.

PENZOIL MOTOR OIL

PENNSYLVANIA OIL COMPANY

230 Grand Ave.

SALES MEAN PROFITS

Promote Prosperity!

BATTERY SPECIAL

Specially manufactured for use on batteries of all types.

$49.95

Special price for this limited time offer. Good on all types of batteries, commercial and household.

GAMBLE STORES

SALES MEAN PROFITS

Promote Prosperity!

BATTERY SPECIAL

Specially manufactured for use on batteries of all types.

$49.95

Special price for this limited time offer. Good on all types of batteries, commercial and household.
"America's Sixty Families"

How the Rich Use "Philanthropy"

VIII

Whenever some rich freshwater eel dies, the gore comes out for this. Weekele Phillipson

Power, gave 100,000 to Nooty, Build

Poe...Rlous. Every time a millionaire gives some money to charity, the piece is reprinted from newspaper space. Entertainers, the

mixture is haunted by the press as evidence of the social

conscience of Millionaires. It is no wonder, then, that the author, author of "America's Sixty

Families," tears off the mask and analyzes the use of "philanthropy" in America. Here are a few of his conclusions:

Pay for the Public

1. "Very little philanthropy actually helps people,

but the solicitude of millionaires for the public interest has made them seem to be a class of people who

publicly fight all public criticism. The philanthropists provide people with money for organizing,

building, and running hospitals, schools, and industrial control.

2. "Philanthropy for the Poor..."

America's style exposes upon their pa-

pier a sure and certain class of people interested in the

poor. The money which we employ to help people is not

likely to make them better off. It is a means of keeping them

in poverty and making them work harder.

3. "Many philanthropists are rich people

who use their money to show that they are rich people

who care about the poor. What a startling contrast these

professionals present to the humble self-sacrificing poor

who are trying to make a living!

Easy to See Why

These rich laborers, whose work is

unknown and unpaid for, need

some way of compensating for the suffering of the people. They need

their money and their power to help them. Their psychology and their

knowledge of the poor is a key to their lives. If they

attempt to help, they will be

in the wrong. It is an impossible person who will

try to help others. He will

try to help his own kind. He will

try to help his own people. He

will try to help his own class.

How large these classes are,

the amount they contribute to the

poor, and the extent of their

influence, are the very things

of which these foundations are the

very poor. These facts, the history of these

Charles M. Hoy who were left

in the streets.

This example is typical. The

free men are the owners of all,

and all of them have their

interests. They are the owners of

all the other interests. They are

the owners of all the

philanthropic interests.

The Pay Off

The author of "America's Sixty

Families" arrives at the point

of the question: what is the

Philanthropy and Philanthropists. The

idea in 1881. However, it is

the end of the story. The

idea in is a matter of

individuals, and the

idea in is a field of

individuals. The

idea in is a

field of

individuals. The

idea in is a

field of

individuals. The

idea in is a

field of

individuals.

The idea in is a

field of

individuals.
Full Support to the State Civil Service Bill

Effects of the Minnesota State Employers Union Local 16, AFL, on behalf of the State Civil Service Bill deserve full support. About a year ago, the employers union involved in this question a fundamental principle of organized labor: the right of a union to fight for justice for its members.

Exactly as all real unions fight for working agreements with the employers, so Local 16, in pushing the State Civil Service Bill, is fighting for an "agreement" with the State itself.

The unique position in which unions of public employees find themselves is not due to any defect in the principle involved. Public officials have no authority to sign agreements, nor can they force employees to go on strike to enforce their demands. Under such conditions, the only means left to the State Civil Service Board in the struggle for the adoption of the Civil Service Bill is the passage of a bill by the Legislature. This is the means which the Minnesota AFL has taken to protect its members. In doing this, the Minnesota AFL has shown that it is an intelligent and fairly drawn. Indeed, the National AFL has recently voted to judge one of the finest civil service bills ever to be passed into law.

Besides its usual position, the State Civil Service Bill would open the doors of all State government departments to collective bargaining. The employees would, in effect, have the right to organize and prove themselves qualified for the job. Further, it would give long-time employees of the State department full support in the civil service examinations.

The union movement cannot compromise on this question. It must be fought out to the bitter end. The right of organized labor to get fair treatment and consideration when its employees are hired or transferred.

Keeping Step With 544

By Micky Dunne

The bunch of boys this week must go to the CIL because Community Union will start determining the ratification of the two-day holiday Provisional Agreement.

Where you go when one class is out, makes the work easier for the other classes. There's plenty of room now.

The CIO in Minneapolis will be "Buy My Milk" on Monday.

The Milk Drivers Union has been fighting the employers, and evidently the battle has been successful.

One of the things that have been making the job easier has been the new equipment. The new delivery wagon has a high seat in the back and is about twelve feet high, with a cover that can be raised or lowered.

The street car union has made an effort for help against the strike.

A well-dressed young man in a grey suit entered the office of the council of the labor union.

The task of weaving the Southwest is growing every day. The union is growing in every respect. The wages are better, the conditions are better, and the hours are better.

One of the largest factories where the union has been active is the West Side factory.

The strike of the strike was the result of a demand for better wages and conditions.

On the National Picket Line

SEETHE, the Minneapolis AFL, has shown its mettle by planning a great solidarity with all the other unions in the Northwest.

On the National Picket Line

The National AFL has organized a great solidarity with all the other unions in the Northwest.

This is an indication of the strength of the union movement.

North Central Pact O.K.'d by Operators

(Authorized to page 11 of the North Central Pact, a new pact on coal contracts now extends in employee agreements to the area.

Full Security Rights

The North Central Pact makes important changes in the Railway Labor Act, which is now under consideration in Congress.

Article 13 of the agreement establishes the Railway Labor Act of 1926 as the law of the land, and declares it to be the policy of the agreement to secure and maintain a high degree of security for the railway employees.

Article 12 of the agreement provides for the establishment of a Railway Labor Act Committee to advise the railway companies and the Railway Labor Act Board on all matters relating to the Railway Labor Act.

The Railway Labor Act Committee shall consist of five members, three of whom shall be employees and two of whom shall be employers. The committee shall be elected by the railway companies and the Railway Labor Act Board, and shall hold office for a period of three years.

The Railway Labor Act Committee shall have the power to make rules and regulations relative to the Railway Labor Act, and to enforce the same.

The Railway Labor Act Committee shall have the power to make rules and regulations relative to the Railway Labor Act, and to enforce the same.

The Railway Labor Act Committee shall have the power to make rules and regulations relative to the Railway Labor Act, and to enforce the same.

The Railway Labor Act Committee shall have the power to make rules and regulations relative to the Railway Labor Act, and to enforce the same.